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SHOCK HORROR FARE INCREASE!
Pares are up again, and commuters in the South
East are hardest hit (again) with increases in
season ticket rates of up to 16%. Many may claim
that this is an 'unfair' increase, since incomes
are supposed to rise by no more than 10% at present,
though in view of the number of ways that are being
found to bend the pay rules we shall not be at all
surprised to find that the average increase in
earnings this year is nearer 16% than 10%. Given
that London commuter services should be selfsupporting, an increase of this magnitude is
essential, if regrettable.
Those who argue that fares should be held down.
or even reduced, to encourage rail travel and to
assist in reducing the level of inflation should
review British Rail's fares policy - or the fares
policy imposed on it by the Government - since 1970.
The Conservatives held fares down as a part of a
prices and incomes policy, and, as a result, British
Rail went farther into the red than is usual or
acceptable. The situation was only saved by a
rapid succession of stiff fare increases in 1975/76.
Low fares did not produce sufficient extra revenue
to make up for revenue lost from passengers who
would have used the railway anyway. All fare
increases are
bad from a public relations point
of view - frequent very large ones are disastrous,
and should be avoided at all costs.
Our one reservation about the policy of making
rail commuters pay their way is that it would be a
lot fairer if commuters by private car paid theirs
too. Unfortunately collecting the real cost of
private motoring from motorists is a lot more
difficult that putting the rail fares up.
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LETTERS
Dear Editor, I must take great exception to the
Editorial column in "Live Rail" 39, in which you
express opinions that can only be described as outspoken, and which are, regrettably based on
assumptions that are, to say the least, inaccurate.
Firstly, the diagrammed stock for the 15.43
(Sundays) Brighton to Victoria is not a single 3H as
claimed; it is a 9 car DEMU (3D,3H,3D), and thus
provides ample accommodation and permits those few
passengers who require such facilities during the
journey ample opportunity of choosing seating with
access t o a t
o
i
l
e
t
.
Secondly, you presume that there is a
commercial requirement to run a non-stop Brighton to
Victoria at about a quarter to four on Sunday afternoons. There is not. The train is advertised to
the public only on the principle that it has to run
anyway, and so if, there happen to be any intending
passengers about at that time, they might as well be
allowed to use it, rather than run it empty, Maybe
it would be better for it to be advertised locally,
rather than in the timetable, although I cannot
really see what difference this would make, since only
a few people plan journeys using the timetable; most
rely on local information.
Thus your argument about the train being a DEMU
because of "operational convenience" is void; rather
it is commercial common-sense to advertise it
publicly instead of running it empty. The point
about St. Leonards Depot is valid, but quite

irrelevant.
Thirdly, to my certain knowledge, the question
ofusing the DEMU for a stopping service has never
been considered, let alone whether or not it could
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keep time. The matter never arose; the empty timing
previously in use has merely become a public advertised service.
There must be many members of the public who are
very grateful for this extra fast train to London,
providing a good connection for such services as the
17.17 to Nottingham, 17.20 to Bristol, 17.25 to
Glasgow or 17.30 to Yarmouth, to name but a few.
What is this if not for the public's convenience?
PS: The following operating points may be of
interest in connection with the working of this
rather odd train. It starts from St Leonards (West
Marina) Depot earlier in the day, after routine maintenance, and is en route back to the Oxted line. It
runs via, with layover at, Brighton, because it is
at that station that the only drivers in the coastal
part of the Central Division, qualified to drive
DEMUs are based. An early turn man therefore brings
it from the Depot to Brighton, and a late turn driver
continues the run to Victoria. The train splits at
Victoria to form the 19.09, 20.09 and 21.09 departures to East Grinstead; the 18.49, 19.49 and 20.49
arrivals at Victoria couple together to form the
20.57 empty departure to Brighton. This subsequently
continues at 05.15 on Monday morning to St. Leonards
with a fresh crew. Similar workings operate on weekdays, but generally to Tunbridge Wells West via Sth
Croydon; they cannot do this on Sundays, as the line
is closed.

Dear Editor, I read with interest the review of the
"Southern Electric Album" by Mr. Rayner in the November issue of 'Live Rail'.
Whilst I was anticipating a rather hurriedly and
cheaply produced effort trying to "cash-in" on the
Bradford Barton "Southern Electrics" (of which your
reviewer has had quite a bit to do with) I was
pleasantly surprised with my purchase and contents,
It contains a lot of alright, odd detail, but this
adds up to a fascinating and informative picture of
the system.
It does have its faults - what book doesn't 7

"no photo of instruction unit 055" at least it
doeshave a photo (albeit a long shot one)and
description of one of the batch of fifteen '2EPB'
that's currently operating on the South Western
Division which were originally built for Tyneside.
Surely a photo of one of these is worthy of
inclusion in any Southern Electric Album

Dear Editor, Bryan Rayner's comments (when reviewing,
Southern Electric Album by Alan Williams in 'Live
Rail' November 1977) about the Vep's betraythe
misplaced complacency of an enthusiast about BritishRail.
The 'Vep' may be alright for the captive
commuters, who have no choice but to travel by rail, but
itcan be criticised on many grounds as being an
unsuitable vehicle to carry the rail passenger into
the twenty
first century.
The 'Vep' may be better than the many foul
DMUs found elsewhere in the U.K. but is unlikely to
attract potential passengers from other forms of
transport, in particular the motor car. Whilst one
appreciates that there is not an endless pit of money
forinvestment in BR, it seems a major tragedy that
Southern Region has not taken the opportunity of
re-equipping with better designed stock than Cig's
and Vep's.
I suspect that like Alan Williams I appreciate
our railway heritage but I now. want to see an
attractive Southern Region of British Rail providing
the service and standards that passengers want in the
1950s rather than a museum for g r i c e r s .
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PRESERVATION NEWS
By the time that the Nene Valley operating

season ended 3142 had run 1,628 miles in revenue
service on the line. This is the equivalent of
nearly eleven round trips between Waterloo and
Portsmouth Harbour.
Arrangements have now been made to have the
units wheels and axles transported by road to Slade
Green for re-turning and ultrasonic testing. It is
expected that this work will be carried out this
month and next.
The Carriage Acquisition Fund now approaches
£100. Much more will be needed, and all donations
are very welcome.
Members can also support preservation activity
by taking part in working parties to Wansford to
restore and repair 3142. No special skills are
required, and transport from London can be arranged.
We normally travel to Wansford on Saturday morning,
camp overnight in the first class compartments, and
return on Sunday evening. Most 'mod cons' are
available at Wansford, and a 24 hour transport cafe
providing reasonable food at reasonable prices is
near at hand.
Further details regarding working parties are
available from our Preservation Manager, Mark Davies,
58 Brixton Water Lane, London SW2 1QB (01 274 0262).
Working parties will be going to Wansford on:
14/15 January, 11/12 & 25/26 February.
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Officially Preserved Stock: In connection with the
removal of stock from the former Pullman Depot at
Preston Park, the following were hauled from Brighton
to York on 2/3 December: motor coaches 8143/44 from
'3Sub' 1293; motor coach 11179 from '4Cor' 3131;
buffet car 12529 from 4Buf 3084; LNWR Oerlikon
motor coach 28249 (ex Watford line); LSWR coach 6474
and Travelling Post Office 30272. It is hoped that
the electric vehicles will be on display in the
National Railway Museum by 1979.
'2Bil' 2090 remains at Preston Park, in the
hope that it can be displayed in the proposed
Brighton Museum of Transport.
It is understood that the National Railway
Museum is drawing up a list of diesel and electric
locomotives to acquire when they become available.
Classes 71 and 73 are on a provisional list, but
classes 33 and 74 are not. The omission of class 33
would be understandable if one of the similar, but
less powerful, class 26 or 27 locomotives was
included. However, these are omitted too. It is to
be hoped that a Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon
Co locomotive will be included on any definitive list.
MEMBERS' QUERIES

Coastway Speed Limits: The limit through Portsmouth
& Southsea High Level has been reduced from 20mph to
15; the limit through Lewes is 10; and through Polegate it is thought to be 15 mph, not 20. Could, someone confirm whether the limit between Brighton and
West Worthing, or thereabouts, is 60mph?
N. Owen

AirstreamVentilators:These ventilators,
originally. fitted to '6Pan' and Portsmouth main line
stock, were replaced by plain glass early in the war
in connection with blackout arrangements. They were
designed to supply fresh air to saloon interiors
without causing draughts.
G.T. Moody
EMU Power Ratings; As published sources vary somewhat, could someone supply a definitive list of one
hour and continuous power ratings for all SR traction
motors? It is understood that these figures are
now quoted in kilowatts.
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BANK HOLIDAYS ON THE CENTRAL
DIVISION IN THE 1950s______

A previous article, in "Live Rail" 30 p 60,
outlined the Southern's bank holiday special services
on the Central Section, or London (Central) District,
as it was known for train operating purposes in the
1950s before it became part of the Central Division,
The main features of the three Mondays on which
the special service ran were the large number of

trains, the extensive use of suburban stock for

London - South Coast services, the use of numeral

headcodes on letter-fitted 'Sub's, and the identification of trains by means of reporting numbers.
Taking August Bank Holiday Monday, 1958, as a
typical sample, the day's special workings were

reckoned to start at 04.58, with down train number 1

from Cannon Street to Tattenham Corner (itself a very
rare working) and the 05.48½ up train number 1 from
Tattenham Corner to Charing Cross.
The Tattenham service reporting numbers ran to
about 61 in each direction; Epsom Downs trains were
numbered from about 61 to 138 - again, the same
numbers appeared on both up and down services. This
was the only part of the reporting number procedure
soarranged; the remaining number series were

unidirectional, viz 200-365 down, 400-597 up, 700-772
down empties, 800-836 up empties, 6xx were excluded
so as to avoid confusion with the regular series of
steam train diagram headboard numbers carried on the
Oxted Line.

The reporting numbers applied to trains between

London (or inner-suburban terminals such as Thornton

Heath) and terminals outside the London area.

Purely

local trains, such as Three Bridges to Littlehampton,
were not numbered, but some empties entirely within
the suburban area were numbered - for example the
06.14 Gillingham - Victoria ran as train 700, empty
Victoria to Streatham Hill, in readiness for its run
from Streatham Hill at 1 1 . 1 5 to Tattenham Corner as

train 16.
The reporting numbers were arranged in order as

the trains were due to pass Gloucester Road or
Balham Junction signal-boxes
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The first down main line services of the day
were not, curiously enough, numbered. Down train
200 was the 06.l6 London Bridge - Brighton stopper.
By about midday nearly all the down excursions had
been dealt with, the last being the 12.32 Victoria Brighton (train 290) after which the Central section
more or less went to sleep until the late afternoon.
The morning quota included such oddities as
train 216, 06.30 South Bermondsey to Brighton; train
258, 10.45 London Bridge to Eastbourne via Redhill;
and train 287 10.45 Gillingham to Brighton via
London Bridge (arriving at 13.31 ). Between 10.00 and
12.59 there were thirty
eight arr
from the London area. The ordinary running times
were abandoned on the Brighton line during the
excursion period; the hourly non-stop from Victoria
was allowed between 65 and 72 minutes, although
Eastbourne and Littlehampton trains ran more or less
normally.
The afternoon operating siesta, during which
only the basic weekday service ran, was broken at
16.05 with an empty (702) from Victoria to Lovers
Walk. Next in order of departure were the 16.13
Eastbourne - Victoria (474) and 16.15 Brighton Victoria (466). From then on services built up to a
peak of twelve trains from Brighton to London between
20.00 and 20.59, and totalled thirty
two
and 21.59. So far as possible, stock was berthed on
the coast during the day, the down local line between
Preston Park and Brighton being used for berthing
between 13,15 and 18.30, and the early trains to
London hared back empty to the coast for more
passengers.
As the evening wore on, trains began to be
disposed of for the next morning's work and empties
were scheduled from London to Lovers Walk, Reigate,
Littlehampton and elsewhere. The result of this was
that numbered down empties far outnumbered numbered
up empties.
The last numbered trains of the day in this
complex operation were:
365 24.00 Victoria - Brighton semi-fast
597 23.10 Brighton - London Bridge slow
13
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23.05 empty Victoria - Lovers Walk (last over
the main line)
772 23.27 empty Victoria - Streatham Hill (last in
the suburban area)
836 17.21 empty Streatham Hill - Victoria (to form
the 17.53 passenger to Gillingham)
The extent to which stock was switched between
suburban and main line duties can be gauged from
this sample evening duty: 17.08 race extra Tattenham
Corner to London Bridge (train 35); 18.03 empty
London Bridge to Littlehampton via Horsham (train
706, headcode 59); 20.16 Littlehampton to Victoria
via Sutton (train 560, headcode 50).
In the previous article the practice of fitting
up old letter headcode suburban units with numerical
headcodes for the Bank Holiday duties was mentioned.
This was quite a consistent practice from year to
year, and so far as is known no letter headcode
plate ever showed itself at the coast on a Bank
Holiday Monday, though it sometimes happened on
"normal" days. Nonetheless, the special traffic
notices containing the working timetable and
miscellaneous instructions regularly quoted letter
codes for certain trains. The 09.57 Crystal Palace
to Brighton (train 234) was described as N or 41 .
The aforementioned 08.30 from South Bermondsey was J
or 56. The dots did get carried, but in most
irregular fashion, as when 16 was seen speeding
north through Purley, headed by an augmented 'Sub'
of LBSCR origin.
With the drastic reduction in Bank Holiday
services which took effect in August 1962 died most
of the odder elements in Southern operating practice.
Thereafter the use of suburban stock on main line
work became increasingly rare.
(The 1956 working timetable lists the undermentioned
headcodes for main line use. ED
H Tooting - Wimbledon - Mitcham - Bognor Regis
U Tooting - Wimbledon - Mitcham - Littlehampton
OWloo - Wimbledon - Horsham - Littlehampton
OWloo - Wimbledon - Horsham - Bognor Regis
0 Wloo - W'don - Horsham - L'hampton - Bognor R.
P Brighton - Three Bridges - Horsham
T Victoria - Redhill - Horsham - Bognor Regis )
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SOUTHERN ELCTRIC

MODELLING
It is some considerable time, since there was
an article on modelling the Southern Electric

system in 'Live Rail', and these few notes are
offered as a matter of general interest, - I suspect
that modellers amongst us will already know the
details.
One major manufacturer has appeared on the
scene in the last few years - Modern Traction Kits,
33 Stoke Road, Slough, Bucks., SL2 ,5AH. To date
they have produced the following SR units in 4mm
scale: 2H,3H,MLV,4Cig,2Hap,2EPB(both types),4Sub,

4EPB,4Cep,4TC,de-icer,3R,3D,4Vep,4Rep & 6S. A 2Bil
and 2Hal are promised. Kits for classes 33 & 73
are available, with class 74, CC1/2 & 20003 to come.
There were errors I believe, in the 3R kit when,
released, and I do not know if these have since been
corrected. In N gauge MTK produce a kit of a 4TC,
which I have built. With care a nice model can be
constructed, but it cannot be rushed. One has to
remove the supplied N gauge wheels, and replace them
with another supplier's type; I do not know if this
is necessary with the 4mm scale models.
With the selection of kits listed I do not
foresee any difficulties in producing a reasonable
modern image Southern Electric model. I have not
investigated the problem of a third rail, but with
home-built track using copper clad sleepers and
oversize rail for the conductor rail it should be
quite simple. One would probably need a jig to
ensure the correct distance from the running rail,
but this should not be beyond the competence of most
people. I do not recommend electrifying the third
rail; I doubt that models could be easily adjusted
to pick up in this manner.
Other kits available are a 4Cor and 4Res from
Hobbytime, 5&7 Ravenswood Crescent, West Wickham,
Kent BR4 0JH. I have no first hand knowledge of
these kits, but doubt that they would be suitable
for the outright beginner.
Do not expect to be able to complete a kit in
an evening, or even a weekend, if a four car unit is
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under construction one has four kits to assemble.

The end result, though, will be worth all the
interim work.

For those who favour a more basic approach,
Chris Leigh, 419 St Leonard's Road, Windsor, Berks.,

produces cast ends for a suburban unit, around which

one can carry out either a conversion or scratch
build the sides.
The author would be pleased to hear from any
members interested in modelling. Letters should be
sent to the Group Secretary, who will pass them on.
(Members may find an article in 'Model Railway
Constructor' April 1966 on modelling conductor rails
useful).
THE MODERNISATION OP

THE BOURNEMOUTH LINE

VIII: Timetables
The new timetable was a compromise between
what was commercially desirable, and what was
economically possible. The original plans had
envisaged that each hour departures from Waterloo
would be a fast service to Weymouth, a semi-fast
and a stopping service to Bournemouth, and a
stopping service to Basingstoke. As described in
part I, the rolling stock order had to be cut, and
the timetable trimmed. This was done by cutting out
alternate fast Weymouth trains and extending alternate semi-fasts to Weymouth to fill the gaps. The
resulting service is illustrated in the specimen
timetable opposite which shows a typical two hour

period on a weekday in outline. The service
repeated itself every two hours.

The connections

between fast and stopping trains at Southampton in
both directions will be noted.

Stopping trains called intermediately at
Surbiton, Woking and all stations thence to Basingstoke or Bournemouth except Southampton Airport.
Basingstoke trains shed a portion for Portsmouth &
Southsea at Woking, and an Alton portion was
detached from Bournemouth stopping trains at Brook-

wood.

Semi-fast trains called at Woking (down trains

Waterloo - Weymouth; Part of July 1967 timetables
headcode
Waterloo
Basingstoke
Southampton
Bournemouth
Weymouth
headcode
Waterloo
Basingstoke
Southampton
Bournemouth
Weymouth
headcode
Weymouth
Bournemouth
Southampton
Basingstoke
Waterloo
headcode
Weymouth
Bournemouth
Southampton
Basingstoke
Waterloo

63
dep
arr
arr
dep
arr
arr
dep
arr
arr
dep
arr
arr

1113

1215

93
1143

••

91
1230

93

1340
1342 1348
1410 1437
1511

92
93
1147
1235 1245
1313 1333
1316
1354
93
1243
——»

91
1135
1213 1240
1302 1309
1310
••
«-1420
93

dep
dep
arr
dep
dep
arr

92

dep
dep
arr
dep
dep
arr

63

92

63
1213
1315

93

1247
1335
1413
1416

1345
1433
1448)
1554 1537
1604
63

1327
1429
93

1256
1313
1402
1334
1338
1412
1418 1427 1457
1504 1529 1559

93
1312
1357

1459
92
1242
1356
1434
1438
1518
1604

Headcodes; 63 stopping train; 91 fast train; 92
semi-fast train; 93 stopping train.
to pick up, up trains to set down), Basingstoke,
Winchester, Eastleigh, Southampton Airport, Southampton, Brockenhurst, New Milton and Christchurch,
semi-fasts on to Weymouth called at all stations
beyond Bournemouth, except that most did not call at
Holton Heath. Fast trains called at Southampton,
Bournemouth, Poole, Wareham, Wool and Dorchester..
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South. The service was augmented between Winchester
and Southampton by Mid-Hants trains from Alton, and

extra stopping trains ran morning and evening
between Bournemouth and Weymouth.
The semi-fast trains connected at Basingstoke
with local services to and from Reading and Salisbury
and at Brockenhurst for the Lymington branch.
Swanage branch trains connected with most main linetrains at Wareham.
Various extra trains were run on Summer
Saturdays, and during peak hours. The latter
included a Monday to Friday through working from
Swanage, at 07.39, to Waterloo, attaching to the
07.35 from Weymouth at Bournemouth. Both the Swanage
and Lymington branches had three through trains from
Waterloo on Summer Saturdays.

The main defects of the timetable were the
tight turn
rounds of the stopping tr
only fourteen minutes, and the irregular pattern of

departures to Weymouth, these being alternately 17

and 103 minutes apart.

The Weymouth departures

remained standard throughout the evening peak, so

there was no service from Waterloo between 16.47 and

18.30.

The coupling and uncoupling of trains at

Woking and at Brookwood was wasteful, as a shunter
was required at both stations. From 6 May 1968 the

Bournemouth/Alton trains divided at Woking instead
of Brookwood.

3142'S MAINTENANCE RECORD
Members may well be interested in the following

maintenance records relating to 3142, and other

vehicles preserved with it.
As regards modern overhaul, codes, a 'C1' is a
major overhaul, a 'C3' is also a major overhaul but
not a11. the work carried out on a 'C1' is included,
and a 'C6' is an intermediate overhaul. 'GO'
indicates a general overhaul carried out at a depot.

We do not know exactly what the earlier codes mean,

but it would appear that an 'E1' is the equivalent of
a 'C1', and an 'A4' is the equivalent of a 'C6'.

V

probably indicates re-varnishing.
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Further details

would be welcomed.
The tables indicate the works where
overhauls were carried out, the type of overhaul,
and the period that the unit was in works.
Unit 3142
New.
03.03.38
Lancing

Lancing

Eastleigh
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing

Eastleigh

Eastleigh

Eastleigh
Selhurst
Condemned

V
A4
Lift
A4
E1
A4
A4
A4
E1
V
C6
C1
GO

10.11 .42 - 16.11.42
30.12.44 - 08.01.45
22.01.45 - 14.06.45
18.09.46 - 30.09.46

30.01.50 - 08.02.50
07.01.52 - 21 .02.52
18.01 .55 - 26.01.55

15.03.57 22.04.59 13.06,62 22.03.65 27.04.67 18.06.70 -

27.03.57
04.05.59
03.08.62
05.04.65
19.05.67
15.07.70
20.03.72

16.12.72
3142 entered service in olive green, does not appear
to have ever been painted malachite green, and was
first painted BR green while at Lancing in 1952.
The unit was painted BR blue at Eastleigh in 1970.
The unit was damaged by bombing during the war.
though details of when and where are not known (yet)
This accounts for the long period at Eastleigh in
1945, though it is curious to note that the unit was
admitted to Eastleigh only two weeks after being
out-shopped from Lancing. Was the damage too
serious for Lancing to cope with? While at Eastleigh the unit exchanged motor coach 11202 for 11161
from '4Res' 3065, which reformation was permanent.
The previous history of 11161 was:
New
09.06.37
V
Lancing
08.02.39
Eastleigh
V
26.02.41
Lancing
V(WOL)
23.06.43 - 29.06.43
3142's composite trailer, 11832, was slightly
fire damaged early in 1973 while the unit was in
Barnham sidings. As a result preservation would not
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have been practicable. Composites 11773 and 11825
have been preserved, and their records are given
below
Coach11773
This was originally in '6Pul' unit 3018. Unfortunately we have no details regarding this unit prior
to 1939.
10.03.39
E
Lancing
V
16.06.42 - 22.06.42
Lancing
l6.04.45 — 23.04.45
A4
07.05.48 — 17.06.48
E2
Lancing
Lancing
A4
03.12:51 - 08.01.52
Lancing
11.06.54 - 25.06.54
A4
E2
Lancing
16,04.57 - 03.06.57
Lancing
19.05.59 - 08.06.59
A4
Lancing
10.04.61 - 20.04.61
A4
Lancing
A4
09.05.63 - 21.05.63
Eastleigh
H
31.08.65 - 15.10.65
the coach was removed from 3018, and replaced 12236
in '4Cor(N)' 3068, which unit became '4Cor' 3159.
3159 was sent to Durnsford Road on 03.11.65 and
entered service on 10.11.65. Its subsequent overhauls were:
Eastleigh
30.01.69
28.02.69
C3
Eastleigh
11.02.71 - 06.03.71
C3
Condemned

05.08.72

11773 was first painted BR green while at Lancing
in 1957, and blue at Eastleigh in 1969. 3159 was
withdrawn following the derailment of MBS 11159 at
Brighton on 25.07.72.
In 1957 the bogies presently on 11773 were converted
from "Dutch" type (what does this mean?). One was
done at Lancing and the other at Brighton. 11773 had
different bogles at that time.
Coach 11825
This spent all of its pre-SEG life in '4Cor' 3135.
Its overhaul record is thus:
New
08.02.38
Lancing
V
20.02.41
Lancing
L
03.11.42 - 09.11.42
Lancing
V(WOL) 11.06.43 - 19.06.43
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Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Lancing
Eastleigh
Eastleigh
Selhurst

A4
E1
A4
A4
A4
E1
A1
C1
C3
GO

18.09.45
24.01.50
28.12.51
07.09.55
09.09.57
29.02.60
19.07.62
09.09.64
09.05.67
01.10.70

- 26.09.45
- 07.03.50
- 16.01 .52
- 16.09.55
- 20.09.57
- 05.04.60
- 31.07.62
- 23.09.64
-- 16.06.67
- 21.10.70
10.05.72

23.09.72
withdrawn
14.10.72
Condemned
The coach was first painted BR green at Lancing in
1950, and blue at Eastleigh in 1967.
On 20.06.66 3135 was taken out of service
following a collision at Durnsford Road involving

'2Bil' 2059 and '4Buf' 3076. MBS 11187 was lifted
and adjusted at Selhurst on 15.07.66 and replaced.
MBS 11113 in '4Cor' 3137. 11113 was formed in 3135
and the unit was sent to Micheldever on 28.07.66.
It was returned to Durnsford Road on 14.09.66 and
entered service on the same day (!). While the unit
was at Eastleigh in 1967 11113 and 11187 were changed
back over.
Any further information will be very welcome,
and should be sent to the Editor.
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STOCK NOTES
Re-allocations: 1105

ELGH; 5136-38 C/E;

5264 C/E; 5339/40 WDON; 6068/69 RMGT.

5263 WDON;

33007 was "on

loan" to Hither Green from Eastleigh for a period

following the Nottingham accident (qv).

The 4Cep and 4Bep units are to be refurbished afterall.
The work will be carried out at Swindon Works

between 1979 and 1982.

Swindon is now overhauling

Hastings units as well as other types of SR DEMUs,
6L 1032 is believed to be the first to have gone
there, on 29 Oct.
3H 1 1 1 4 now has BR allocation
stickers, ie 'SE' instead of 'SLEO'.
De-icing unit 005 was to have been completed by midOct, with 006 to follow in Dec. The former is to be
allocated to Gillingham, the latter to Brighton,
007-010 are expected to be completed in 1978, and a
further three units, 011-013, are to be produced in
1979.
3R 1206 is reported to have a new style of reading
lamp shade. All of Brighton's Veps have had their
top-lights sealed, but only 7729 has had a single
pane of glass substituted.
The letter 'B' on certain units, under the coach
numbers, (LR39 p183) is understood to mean that the
unit has been stripped of blue asbestos.
The Sub stock reported in LR39 as being scrapped at
Waddon Marsh was, in fact, used for a Civil Defence
exercise there - which involved cutting lots of

holes in the roofs! The stock was moved on to
Micheldever on 13/14 Oct, Stopping over-night at B'stoke.

The 4Pep units continue to languish at East Wimbledon

depot, but the former 2Pep 2001, now a.c. unit 920001,
is more active. It makes regular test runs between
Glasgow Shields Road ETD (where it is based) and

Motherwell.
At least six class 74 EDLs remained in service after
4Oct, these being 74001/3/4/5/8/10. It seems that
two were to be in use at any one time the others
being stored. The locos in use would vary according
to their state of repair. In fact, up to four were
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in service at times. 74003 & 74010 worked a "Farewell" railtour on 3Dec, and some 74s were still in
service: a s w e went t o p
r
e
s
s
.
The Portsmouth-Bristol Service is now supposed to be
worked by class 31/4 (dual heating, except 31424
which has electric heating only) instead of class
31/1 (steam heating only). Class 33s substitute for
31s quite frequently. Buffet cars have started
appearing in some trains. In contrast, the "Night
Ferry" has been noted without catering facilities.
Mk IIa & IIb coaches are how in use on the Wloo-Exeter
service, though sets generally include a Mk I TSO,
and buffet of course. Mk II stock is diagrammed to
form 0630,0900,1300,1700 & l852Sun ex Wloo and 0745,
1228,1555,1755 & 1810 Sun ex Exeter. Since 4 Oct one
Mk II set has had a diagram including the 0718
Chertsey to Waterloo via Weybridge, hauled by a cl.
73 or 33. "Warships" are to return to the Wloo-Easter
line, in the form of class 50s, later this year.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

As well as the movement of electric stock, reported
on p11, the following preserved stock workings have
taken place. All were loco-hauled, leaving Brighton
late in the evening. 16/17 Oct (or possibly postponed to a later date) 'BB' 4-6-2 34051 "Winston
Churchill", Bton to Didcot; 17/18Nov 'LN' 4-6-0
30850 "Lord Nelson", 'M7'0-4-4245, a GNR tender &
horsebox S96369 Bton to York; and 18/19 Nov '5MT'
4-6-0 45000 Brighton to Kidderminster.
Modified de-icing units made water cannon runs from
31 Oct to 1Dec thus: 001 Guildford-Haslemere-Cobham
line-Aldershot-Camberley line; 002 Selhurst-Uckfield/
E Grinstead; 003 Ashford-Swanley(day),Ashford-Guildford(night); 004 Dover-Faversham. All were loco
h
a
u
l
e
d
.
On several Sundays in late Oct/early Nov engineering
work between Pluckley and Ashford caused trains to be
diverted via Lenham, The line was blocked by engineering works south of Norwood Jn on 6Nov and a
special local service Vic-Crystal Pal-London Bdg was
run, with buses from C Pal to W Croydon. The Charing
X line was blocked by engineering work at Borough Mkt
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Jn on 12/13Nov. Trains ran to Cannon St, and three
EPB formations worked a 10 minute interval shuttle
to Charing X. Charing X was closed entirely on 27
Nov, and Cannon St again used. Vep 7890 worked a
20 min shuttle to Wloo. by means of single line
working with pilotman over the down slow line.
As a result of the Polegate derailment on 19 Oct
(qv) Oxted line DEMUs were unable to reach St Leonards depot, as diagrammed, for attention. Shorter
trains than usual were run, and on 23 Oct 1128/33
were sent "on loan" from Eastleigh via the ReadingTonbridge line.
On 2 Oct the 0850 Brockenhurst-W/loo was worked by
4Rep 3010 only. The famous 0717Elgh/0657Sarum was
coupled in the wrong order at Basingstoke on 14 Oct,
so it ran to Wloo 8Vep/cl.33/4TC. On 1 Nov the 0816
Slade Grn-Cannon St included a 4Cep in its formation,
and Cep 7136 was noted on the 1924 Wloo-Ascot-G'ford
next day.
On 4 Nov the 1024 Dartford-Charing X
could only muster 2EPB 5705 - the use on 2EPBs singly
on the Dartford lines is very rare, 4EPB 5243 had
to be used to form the 0736 Vic-Horsham on 15Nov due
to lack on main line stock. It returned on the
0937 Three Bdgs-London Bdg with 4Cig+2Hap. Perhaps
5243 should have exchanged duties with 4Bep 7018
which worked the 0721 Reading-Wloo in company with
4Cig 7410 on the same day. On l7Nov the 1029
Hounslow loop train was formed 4Cep/4Hap 7137/6090/
6167.
A Brighton-Charlton football special was worked by
ICBC 7307/7039/7375 via Victoria on 4 Oct. Next day
Ceps 7112/7210 formed a return special from Beck.Jn
to Dover Priory for NALGO members. A Lea Valley
rail tour on 15 Oct from Charing X to London area
lines, including Sheerness and Alton was worked by
Bep/Cep 7021/7130. BR'S "Crosstown IV" tour on 12
Nov visited a further selection of London area lines,
and is believed to have been the first passenger
train, other than empty stock, to have ventured
south of Chessington South. It was formed

33103/432/S1872/415.

Further brake tests have been taking place on the
SWD, with 4Rep 3014. The unit ran between Farnham
and Alton on 14&17 Oct, and between Woking and
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Basingstoke on 26-28 O c t . High Speed Track Recording
C o a c h DB999550 was noted at Waterloo on10Nov.WR
track recording coach DW139 paid its annual
visit to
the Wloo-Exeter line on
17Nov, benig
hauled by 47541.
The 'make up' train i n c l u d e d
an
ac-rionoditned Mk II
coach - t h e first t o b e seen a t W a t e r l o o ?

The Central and SE Divisions

train cancellations due to

have suffered

numerous

staff t r o u b l e . Drivers,

at Grove Park and Slade Green depots have refused to
work overtime because of a rest-day dispute; and
there has been a guards' dispute over new rosters at
Victoria.
The SED drivers struck on 28 & 31 Oct
when they discovered that men from other depots were
working some of their turns. The dispute has led to
the Addiscombe and Bromley North shuttle services
being suspended on occasions.
A particularly well-publicised accident occurred at
Mottingham at 03.10 on 11 Oct. A loaded coal hopper
wagon in a down coal train, hauled by 47359+47323,
became derailed foul of the up line. It was hit by
a cement train from Northfleet headed by 33043+33036,
The coal train stayed more or less in line and the
47s remained on the rails. 33043 (pilot engine) was
derailed and damaged, but stayed on the embankment.
33036 (train engine) and several cement wagons plunged
down the bank into residential back gardens. Cranes
were called from Hither Grn, Ashford and Wimbledon
and the line was closed for four days
Buses were
run between Sidcup and Hither Grn, and from New
Eltham and Mottingham to Eltham Well Hall. Passengers
from Sidcup to London were advised to travel via
Dartford. By 14 Oct some peak hour trains were running from Charing X to Sidcup via Welling and Crayford spur, and the Solari indicator at Charing Cross
duly indicated "Sidcup via Boxleyeath"
Cement
wagons down the embankment had to be emptied before
they could be lifted, and holes had to be cut in
for this purpose
33036 was not retrieved until the
weekend 26/27Nov. Recovery and compensation costs
(including payment to the man whose budgerigars
escaped when 33036 demolished their aviary) are
estimated at £500,000.
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3 Oct: The 1737 Holb.Via-W Croydon, formed of 4EPBs
014+5253 was diverted onto the Peckham lineby
mistake at Loughborough Jn. The driver consulted
the signalman, and then set the train back over
catch points. 5014 was partially derailed. Various
HV/Bfrs
9
O c t : Aservices
wagon in
were
thediverted
1054 Norwood-Eastbourne
to Victoria.

Freight derailed on the up side of Polegate Crossing.
25Oct: A freight train derailed between Otford and
Shoreham simultaneously with a traction power
failure between Orpington and Sevenoaks.
27 Oct: The front bogie of MBS 65418 of 2Sap 5924
became derailed as the unit was entering Clapham Yd.
3Oct:A bomb, which had failed to explode, was
discovered on the 2205 Vic-Dover Marine boat train.
8Nov: Shunter 09021 derailed in sidings at Redhill.
2Dec: An up freight train derailed between W Norwood
and Leigham Jn, on track that had been re-laid only a
week earlier Down line re-opened by late evening.
On an unreported date 4Sub 4718 was in collision with
4Ceps 7175/76 in Norwood sidings, Three of the Sub
coaches, 8987/88 & 12768, were badly damaged, and it
is expected that the unit will be withdrawn. The
Ceps were not severely damaged, and were placed in
Selhurst scrap yard awaiting repair.
Also on an unreported date, the main loading door of
a Portsmouth-Fishbourne car ferry was inadvertantly
opened while the ship was in the middle of Spithead.
A quantity of water was taken on board, and the door
hurriedly closed. Little damage was caused.
TIMETABLES

The new Portsmouth-Channel Islands service started
on 31 Oct. Classic and roll on/roll off traffic is
conveyed. Sailings are Mon-Fri until May, then
daily. Timings are: Portsmouth dep 2300, Guernsey
0600, Jersey 0830; Jersey dep 0950, Guernsey 1225,
Portsmouth 1850. On Fridays the ship sails to
Guernsey via Jersey.
Christmas services followed the usual pattern of
no trains, except the last services of the previous
day, on Christmas Day, and modified services on
days before and after. Boxing Day trains were very
restricted, it being possible to show all SWD
services in one table in the booklet
of
amendments.
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STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Mottingham: The wooden building on the down platform
has been badly fire damaged, AWS is being installed
in the a r e a
Wandsworth Road; The Chatham lines have been
realigned s o that they n o longer curve round t h e non-existent
London Bridge; The old awnings on platforms 1/2 have
been removed, and those over platforms 3/4 are being
demolished
Blackfriars; The new station concourse and booking
office were brought into use on 28Nov, and officially
opened by the Lord Mayor of London two days later,
The last wooden platform (3/4) has not yet been
replaced, and re-roofing is not finished.
Victoria; The front of the station is being cleaned,
A Laker-Airways booking office, selling "Skytrain"
tickets to New York, has been opened by platform 2.
Battersea: Sleepers on the Battersea Reversible Line
have been marked with double arrows as a reminder to
rail staff of the new arrangements. New colour light
signalling was introduced on the SED line from
Battersea Pier Jn to Factory Jn via Stewarts Lane on
13Nov,
Selsdon: The canopy on the up platform has been
removed, and colour light signalling installed to
Sanderstead,
Lingfield: Both the North and South ground frames
have been abolished. Does this mean that trains,
such as race specials, can no longer be reversed
here?
Seaford: New three-aspect colour light signals have
been installed.
Eastbourne: Platform 4 has been shortened to 8 coach
lengths, and some carriage sidings have been
lengthened.
Waterloo: The automatic ticket machines were brought
into use on l4Nov, a week later than planned. They
issue Edmonson card tickets to 174 stations, 1st or
2nd,
single or return and adult or child. All coins.
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except ½p and 2½p, and English £1 and £5 notes are accepted, and up to 99p change can be given. A leaflet describes the machines as first of a completely
new design. Is this really the case or are they
the old machines back in use?
Re-signalling at Waterloo is still a considerable
number of years away, but initial plans have been
drawn up. To minimise the number of conflicting
moves at Barnes it is proposed to re-designate the
Windsor lines, from the north, Up Local, Down Local,
Up Through, Down Through, instead of the present
arrangement Up Through, Up Local, Down Local, Down
Through. This creates difficulties at Queens Road
Battersea as there is no platform on what would be
the Up Local line. It would: appear that unless a new
platform is built, one lot of conflicting moves will
be exchanged for an even worse lot. Another
proposal, that may be implemented in advance of
total re-signalling, is singling of the line from
East Putney to Point Pleasant Jn. The present up
line would be eliminated, allowing removal of the
viaduct on which it runs.
Kew; The ground frame was abolished in mid-September,
Staines; The published course of the M25 incorporates
land presently occupied by part of the Western
Region's freight line from West Drayton to Staines
West. In order to continue to serve the Cory oil
depot at Staines West, BR may build a connection to
the SR Windsor branch. There was a war time connection between the SR and GWR lines at Staines, but
this was not retained, despite the advantages that
would have accrued through running the GWR passenger
trains to the SR station. However, any new
connection would be at a different site, nearer to
Staines where the two lines run parallel to each
other.
Chertsey: A new bridge of novel design is under
construction north of the station, in order to carry
the line over the M25 motorway. It is described as
a "cable-stay" type, and is all-concrete, the bridge
deck being suspended by cables from two central
towers.
Bramley: The Signal-box was abolished on 25 Oct, and
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signalling is now controlled from Basingstoke
Signalling Centre. Access to the Ministry of
Defence sidings is by means of a ground frame
released from Basingstoke, and the level crossing
has been equipped with auto half barriers. It is
proposed to install AWS equipment between Basingstoke
and Reading Southcote Jn in February.
Portsmouth & Southsea: New ticket barriers for the
high level platforms have been installed at ground
level, and the area below the lines is being formed
into a new passenger concourse. The low level platforms are now hardly used by passenger trains, and
are mainly used for parcels traffic. There are no
passenger departures, and only the following trains
terminate in the low level: 0310Sun,1632SX & 1922SX
ex Wloo, and 2145SX & 2205SO ex Brighton.
Fareham; A temporary S&T office and cable store has
been erected by platform 3 road.
SouthamptonDocks:Although regular sailings have
ceased, boat trains will continue to run to the
Eastern and Western Dock in connection with cruises.
Poole: Poole 'A' signal-box has been abolished, and
its functions taken over by Poole 'B', now renamed
'Poole'. High Street level crossing is supervised
from Poole box by closed circuit television.
Dorset County Council have decided not to support
moves to re-open the Wimborne line to passengers.
LevelCrossing:Parsonage Road (Horsham/Littlehaven)
and Yapton (Barnham/Ford) have been converted to
auto half barrier. Lifting full barriers have
been installed at Woodnesborough (Sandwich). Teston
(Wateringbury/E Farleigh.) Crawley High Street and
New Lane Havant. East Cliffe crossing, on the
Folkestone Hbr branch has been closed.
Station Signs; Waddon has received a full set of
black and white signs, and Crowhurst's last two
totems have gone. Waterloo East has one totem left,
on the hut at the up end of platform D. Signs at
St Margaret's are curious in that some include an
apostrophe in the name, and some do not. Western
Region stations retaining SR green signs are:
Crediton and Topsham (bullseyes): Bere Alston and
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Maiden Newton (totems); Barnstaple, Bere Ferrers,
Chapelton, Gunnislake and Umberleigh (running in
boards). We should like to publish an up to date
list of SR stations with green signs, so observations
please! Please indicate the type of signs present,
ie SR bullseye, BR totem, or running in boards, and
whether all or some signs are green ones.
Station Decorations: The following stations are
being redecorated or refurbished: Motspur Park,
Hyde Pierhead, St Margaret's, St John's,
Southampton and Three Bridges.
Station Lighting: SR stations still gas lit are
Selsdon, Edenbridge Town (down side only). Tunbridge
Wells West (up side under canopy, and in waiting
room) and Uckfield (due for replacement). Brading
may still be gas lit, but there are no others.
Stations that retained gas lighting were generally
those where rebuilding or closure were imminent, or
where there was a long term contract for the supply
of gas that could not easily be terminated,
Uckfield has retained gas lighting due to the
proposal, now abandoned, to build a new station on
the other side of the Eastbourne Road, permitting
abolition of the level crossing. The line through
Edenbridge Town may be singled, in which event the
down platform would be taken out of use.
CORRIGENDA

LR38 p158 Shepperton-Kingston shuttle was worked
by a class 73/1 EDL and 4TC
LR39 p189 Reigate has only had one electrified
siding for many years, and this is
normally used to stable three units.

The last 'regular' boat train from
Southampton Docks ran in connection with
"Vaal" on 10 Oct, as originally planned.

THISMONTH'SCOVER
The first of the production series of Phase I
'4Cep' units, 7105-7153, are twenty years old in
1976.
Front: Unit 7139 leads a Ramsgate express near
Meopham soon after entering service.
Rear: Official photograph of unit 7105 prior to
entry into service. Note the whistle placed
horizontally above the driver's window.
Looking at these pictures of the units in a plain
livery, it is quite easy to see why they were
originally classified '4Cor(EPB)'.
Photographs supplied by The Roundhouse, Harrow
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Mon. 12 Oct.: The 16:13 Tonbridge to Reading (a Class 119 DMMU)
expired at Wokingham. The following 17:26 Gatwick Airport - Reading
pushed the failure into Reading.
Tue. 13 Oct.: 73 001 was derailed at Bowaters, Sittingbourne, in the

afternoon.
Wed. 14 Oct.: Multiple point and signal failures at Orpington in the
afternoon caused delays of up to 30 minutes. The 11:00 down "Gatwick
Express" was stopped on the down fast line between Wandsworth Common
and Balham due to the failure of 73 138. The following 11:05 assisted
the failure to Balham, where passengers on both services were detrained and the combined formation ran into Streatham Hill Depot.
Evening peak services on the Oxted line were severely disrupted by a
partial failure of the 17:02 Victoria to Uckfield at Oxted, and its
subsequent shunting.
Thu. 15 Oct.: There were a number of fallen trees on the SR as a
prelude to the storm that night.
Fri. 16 Oct.: No trains ran from 04:25 as the power stations automatically tripped out and the National Grid went down as a result of
the severe storm raging across Southern England. The wind caused
almost £300 000 of damage at Dover Western Docks, with 300 panes of
glass being blown out of the station roof, some of the glass slicing
through the roofs of stabled trains. At Admiralty Pier, 240 tons of
ballast were sucked out from the rails and the track twisted into a
tangled mess. Gillingham carriage shed was ripped apart and Chart
Leacon shed was damaged. Lenham substation had it's doors torn off and
100 tiles were blown off the roof of Otford station. The lines at Sole
Street bank were hidden by a carpet of fallen trees for a quarter of a
mile, and there were an estimated 300 trees down between Tonbridge and
Hastings. More than 2500 trees fell on the Central lines south of East
Croydon, and an army parachute team was called in to help with the
clearing. Major clearance operations were conducted between Mitcham
Junction and Sutton, Upper Warlingham and Oxted and south to East
Grinstead. Bognor Regis was cut off to rail traffic due to a live CEGB
cable suspended dangerously close to the lines, thus 17 trains were
blocked in at Bognor. By the middle of the afternoon a very limited
suburban service was operating, but the only main line route on which
some service was possible was between Waterloo and Weymouth, although
even here the complete line was not reopened until late evening. The
Portsmouth to Eastleigh line is understood to have opened, but all
other routes radiating from Portsmouth remained blocked. Problems also
began with slipping and flat tyres, and many routes had severe speed
restrictions due to track damage and potential obstructions.
Sat
17 Oct.: By 07:30 the following South Eastern lines had been
reopened with a half-hourly service:- Victoria to Orpington via Herne
Hill and Catford, Charing Cross to Orpington and Elmers
End,
Gillingham to Margate and the Sheerness branch. The army assisted in
clearing the line between Tonbridge and Ashford (over 100 trees across
the line), and other lines were reopened as the day progressed. A bus
service was laid on between Orpington and Gillingham to provide some
sort of through link. Central services were also operated on a halfhourly basis from early morning; including London Bridge to Victoria
via Tulse Hill and Balham (from 10:30 diverted to run to Sutton),
Victoria to West Croydon via Crystal Palace and Norwood Junction, and
Victoria to Purley. Other lines were progressively opened as the
morning wore on. "Gatwick Express" trains started up at 18:00, calling
at Clapham Junction, East Croydon and Purley, with a random frequency
of 15 or 30 minutes, and there were connections at Purley for the
Redhill line. On the South Western, main line trains continued to be
severely disrupted, with Portsmouth trains terminating at Haslemere
and severe delays on the Exeter route. Suburban services were running
fairly well, albeit with some disruption and delay. An exception was
the Shepperton branch, which had no service, trains running on from
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Teddington to Twickenham to reverse.
Sun. 18 Oct.: Many SE lines had their normal Sunday service, although
buses were still in use between Sevenoaks and Tonbridge, Rochester and
Swanley, Dartford and Gravesend, and Faversham and Canterbury East.
Coaches ran from Victoria to Dover to connect with the ferries. There
were still many lines blocked, however, and although most were cleared
trains could still not run due to power supply problems. A member of
staff was unfortunately killed when a tree fell on him, but this was
believed to be the only casualty due to the storm on the SR. At the
start of services, the Tattenham Corner branch, Dorking to Leatherhead
and Streatham Junction to Sutton were still blocked on the Central. On
the SW, most routes had been reopened, although the Portsmouth
"direct" remained blocked south of Haslemere.
Mon. 19 Oct.: All lines were by now reopened, except Buckland Junction
to Deal, Dover Western Docks station and Barnham to Bognor Regis.
Special services were provided between Ashford and Hastings/Dover
Priory and from Ramsgate to Deal. Problems for trains were compounded
by slipping due to leaves on the rails, and these were worse than
normal as many leaves were still green and therefore full of sap.
Delays of up to 60 minutes quickly built up on some lines. Both tracks
through Greenhithe were blocked from 10:45; the down line being reopened at 15:46

when single-line working was set up.

Tue.__20 Oct.: Overnight heavy rains brought widespread flooding and
renewed disruption, affecting many lines. Dover Western Docks was
still closed, and single-line working was in force between Northfleet
and Dartford, bringing about a major programme of cancellations and
alterations. Buses were provided from Dartford to Rochester for
passengers travelling east. The Ashford - Rye service ceased at 07:45
as it proved impossible to provide staff to man automatic level
crossings suffering from loss of power (why were the roads not closed
instead?), and buses were provided. A freight train slipped to a stand
at Eynsford and could not be moved for more than 2 hours, causing
severe disruption. There were widespread signal faults on the Brighton
line due to flooding, and a landslip caused 6' of water in places
between Wivelsfield and Lewes. The 07:17 Victoria to Horsham lost over
an hour due to slipping between Dorking and Horsham. The service was
suspended from 09:15 and buses were substituted, until the line was
reopened at about 14:00. Tattenham Corner services were
badly
disrupted in the evening due to the failure of the 16:19 train from
London Bridge near Kingswood. Following a points failure at West
Croydon, passengers disembarked from the 21:31 Victoria - Epsom Downs
onto the track; thus the current had to be isolated causing yet more
delays for others! There was a landslip near Rowlands Castle which
brought a tree down across the line (I am surprised that there were
any left), disrupting Portsmouth services. By the afternoon one line
was opened but by 20:00 it was again closed to enable clearing up to
begin. 'Direct' line services were still suffering disruption 2 days
later as a result of this.

Wed. 21 Oct. : There was flooding during the day at Barnhurst,
Kidbrooke, the New Cross subway and Bletchingly Tunnel. The line
between Dover Priory and Shepherdswell was closed from 10:00 to 15:00
to enable dangerous trees to be removed from the lineside, and buses
were provided. To enable Maidstone West signal box to be opened in the
evening, Wateringbury box was closed, and buses were provided between
Maidstone West and Paddock Hood. More flooding in Sussex delayed
Central services in the morning peak.
Thur. 22 Oct.:
There was a points failure at New Cross, delaying
evening rush hour trains by up to 20 minutes. As a result the 17:14
Cannon Street to Ramsgate was cancelled and the 17:12 to Dartford via
Sidcup left at 17:40.
Sat. 24 Oct.: Seen from the 10:05 Victoria - Brighton just north of
Balcombe at 10:45 was a stationary Class 73 on a freight train with a
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single

'4 Cig'

unidentified

Copyhold
Haywards

coupled

behind it. Stacked up

behind

passenger service, the 09:52 Brighton to

was

an

Manchester

this

at

Junction, a Littlehampton to Victoria service, and at
Heath the 10:00 ex Brighton to Victoria in the up main and

the 09:31 ex Hastings in the up loop.
Mon. 26 Oct.: One platform at Dover Western Docks was opened

in

the

afternoon (finally) and a second in the evening. Central main line
trains out of Victoria were delayed due to a signal failure. A burst
water-main at Hartfield Road level crossing closed the line from
Wimbledon to Merton Park for 2 days.
Tue. 27 Oct.: A freight train was derailed at Bearstead causing delays
and disruption.
Wed. 28 Oct.: Due to an incident at Penge East in the morning peak,
power had to be isolated, causing delays of 1 hour.
Thu.29 Oct.: A freight train was in trouble at at Reigate causing
delays. The 06:56 Portsmouth Harbour to Cardiff failed at Swanwick
with a fire on 33 011. The 09:30 Exeter to Waterloo arrived at it's
destination 55 minutes late because of emergency engineering works at
Honiton.
Mon. 2 November: The 05:55 Selhurst Depot - Norwood Junction ecs train
(3107/6310) derailed across the main lines at Norwood Junction while
leaving the depot, blocking three out of the four tracks. There were
serious delays and some London Bridge trains were diverted into
Victoria. Both the Stewarts Lane and Brighton breakdown cranes
attended. On leaving the depot (via Selhurst station), the leading two
tool vans of the crane train derailed on catch points (they were

accidentally propelled through a red signal). They were left off the
rails just clear of the down slow line, with the intention of rerailing them after the PM peak on 3 November. But.... (see LR 101)
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